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Employment Objective 
To obtain a challenging position as a sales representative which can fully utilize my 

communication, and problem-solving capabilities.  

Education  

．National Taiwan University of Science and Technology  

Major : Industrial Management     

．Ming Chi University of Technology  

Major : Industrial Management  

 

June 2003  
 

June 2001  

Working Experience  

HP Taiwan/IT Operations Global Delivery Technology Solutions Group Mar 006~Now 

Customer engineer 

．To be Nortel Taiwan IS project leader. Mainly responsible for Dell Latitude series Notebooks, 

OptiPlexT Desktops hardware & software maintenances, HP color/black printer, HP Notebook 

hardware & software, Nortel Taiwan intranet router/switch maintenances.  

．Coordinate with Asiapacific information center located in Japan, China, Singapore and Austria 

regarding networks, telecom and servers. To provide customers with greater service 

satisfactions.  

．Coordinate with local vendors to provide maintenance services to Nortel. 

Ladder Digital Group Jun 2005 ~ Feb 2006 

Sales director：Develop client base and service accounts. Develop and maintain 

working relationships with customers. Marketing plan developments and promotions 

execution. Set monthly / quarterly sales target and execution.  

Formosa Plastic Group Jan 2000 ~ Apr 2001 

Internship: Assist project management team to analyze data into forecast information 

to help better make long term decision.  

 

Certificates:  

Dell Certified Systems Expert (DCSE), TOEIC 845. 

 

 



Biography 
I graduated from Taiwan national university of science and technology (NTUST) and 

majored in industrial management. I aimed to be an excellent international sales 

when I was in school. A successful international sales means he has three prominent 

characteristics: aggressive attitude, desire to win and an influent language 

ability. Those features are not only an outstanding sales should possess but also all 

remarkable people should have. From my school years, I started to develop 

Leadership. I served as the chairman of Foreign Language Club to hold several 

English lecture contests across different schools. Besides, I acted as CTO and publicist 

in alumni association in NTUST. I invited Taiwan Microsoft president Eunice Chiu to be 

the speaker of our Career planning forum. All of my colleagues were impressed 

with my performance and think that I am an outgoing, positive thinking and 

executable person. 

    MY first job is domestic sales of Ladder corporation. It is my first step to to achieve 

my objectives of being a sales. Ladder corporation has been cultivated for years on 

English education market, but its new released digital learning materials had faced 

many obstacles then. Due to the penetration rates of internet and computers are still 

low in Taiwan. This revolutionize product was not accepted by most of the consumers. 

After encountering many obstacles, I summarized my own sales tips as: 1. Listen to 

customer's voice. 2. Find out the reason to buy product for customer. 3. 

Completely deliver the advantages of product and its brand image.  4. 

Constantly offer after sales services, it not only builds the relationship with 

customer but also enhances users' satisfaction toward product. 5. Figure out 

the reason why customers don't want to buy our products. In the process of 

selling products, I try to understand the doubts within every parent with patience and 

carefulness, finally I got the orders. Besides, I cooperate with our sales team 

seamlessly and discuss the problems when we face customers. We learn skills and 

concepts regarding how to develop new market with each other and accomplish team 

and personal sales target together. I enhanced my self-confidence, emotional 

quotation in this job. In the mean time, I realized that a good sales person 

must bring more revenue and be a vanguard for a company. 

   My second job is my current job. I am a customer engineer in HP Global Delivery 

team and my client is Nortel Taiwan. This job represents HP to manage the 

information system of Nortel on my own. The challenge of this position is it requires 

excellent communication skill, problem solving, self-motivation, computer 

knowledge, language ability and project management capability.  In addition, 

it requires team up with different country colleagues to maintain the IT operations. I 

deeply appreciated HP gave me such a chance that I can fully demonstrate my 

abilities besides sales position. This job brings me the experiences of working in 

foreign company and makes me has more confidence to accept challenges in other 



foreign companies. 

   In the future, I wish I could continue my interests toward sales position and utilize 

my sales experiences, language skill and multi-national project management 

abilities. In the mean while, I will take advantage of my superior learning capabilities 

in my job to be a top professional manager. 

 


